Trypanosoma cruzi: a considerable phylogenetic divergence indicates that the agent of Chagas disease is indigenous to the native fauna of the United States.
Thirty U.S. Trypanosoma cruzi stocks isolated mainly from wild mammals were characterized by multilocus enzyme electrophoresis at 22 genetic loci and random amplification of polymorphic DNA for 10 primers. Two main phylogenetic clusters, separated by large genetic distances, were discriminated by both methods, corresponding, respectively, to the formerly described zymodemes I and III. Two stocks isolated from indigenous human cases were identified as zymodeme I. Genetic diversity of the U.S. T. cruzi isolates was considerable, comparable to that scored in similarly sized samples from South America. These results favor the hypothesis that T. cruzi U.S. stocks were not imported at a historical time and are indigenous to the native fauna of the United States. The population structure of these stocks appeared to be basically clonal, as previously reported in South America, and no evidence of hybrid genotypes was found in the United States.